e.CLEAN 500
The first oven cleaning system
with a 500-day refill cycle
INNOVATION

2018

Making life easier
for your staff
no more oven cleaning work,
more time for other tasks,
increased process security

A gleaming appearance
for 500 days!
No need to worry about a thing for 500 days. The new, automatic
e.CLEAN 500 oven cleaning system makes this a reality.

Perfectly clean
even when it comes
to stubborn deposits

Automatic dosing
and programme start

Once refilled, the supply of cleaning agent lasts for a minimum of 500 days*.
Refilling is extremely convenient and takes place as part of DEBAG customer
service. Removes the work involved in purchasing, storing and disposing of the
cleaning agent. The dosing and programme start take place automatically, meaning that the operator no longer needs to be involved. In addition, the cleaning
agent is HACCP-certified (Hazard Analysis & Critical Control Points).
e.CLEAN 500 makes cleaning the oven significantly more straightforward and
less work. This allows sales staff to focus fully on what really counts: offering
a great customer service.

Automatic oven cleaning
WITHOUT operator involvement
EXC LU S I V BEI D EBAG

* when adhering to the recommended cleaning intervals
e.CLEAN 500 is available for the DILA and DECON in-store ovens from DEBAG.
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Alternative: the proven cleaning system:

2-phase
oven cleaning

Duration of cleaning
35 to 87 minutes**

The e.CLEAN SYSTEM® is a highly efficient, 2-phase oven cleaning system. Phase 1 includes
Water usage
approx. 8-24 litres

Rinse agent
„CleanFinish“

Night-time cleaning
can be programmed automatically

normal oven cleaning with CleanFixx liquid detergent. If required, phase 2, which uses
the CleanFinish rinse agent, can be activated manually. Both cleaning agents (CleanFixx,
CleanFinish) can be refilled very easily via a small opening at the front of the oven.
low water and energy usage thanks
to the circulation process
integrated tank for cleaning agent
and rinse agent (optional)
Phase 1 cleaning
With the CleanFixx cleaning agent
CleanFixx liquid detergent is used for
cleaning the oven.

various cleaning programmes
works to remove deposits
ensures an unbeatable shine
maintains the baking chamber
Phase 2 cleaning
With the CleanFinish rinse agent*
The rinse agent works to remove stubborn
deposits, maintains the surfaces and gives
the baking chamber an unbeatable shine.

Two-stage oven cleaning
WITH operator involvement

www.debag.com

* The 2nd cleaning phase is
currently only available for the
DECON in-store oven.
** depending on the cleaning
programme and level of
dirtiness within the
baking chamber
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